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 Commercialization of Advanced Fuel Cell Blowers and Controllers - Ski Milburn, VAIREX 

Air Systems 

 An overview of Vairex Air Systems, a supplier of cathode air blowers to the 

global fuel cell industry, including the current status of its product line and 

technology roadmap. 

 Towards a Novel and Scalable Coating Technology – Unraveling the Challenges of 

Metallic Bipolar Plates for PEFCs - Vitali Weissbecker, Precors GmbH/ 

Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH, IEK-3 

 The main object of this work unravels the challenges of using lightweight 

metallic bipolar plates by the means of a novel carbon-based coating and a 

unique processing technology that is comprised of the following aspects:  i) 

synthesis of functionalized carbon-based materials, ii) long-term stable and 

highly conductive coatings and ii) scalable and cost-efficient high-volume 

production. 

 

 Graphite Bipolar Plates for HT PEM Fuel Cells – a New and Fast Way to Produce Them 

Using High Speed Compaction - Mats Wallin, Cell Impact AB 

 

 A new way to produce graphite bipolar plates is using high speed compaction. 

Here graphite powder is compacted using a high-speed press. Cycle time is 

down to a few seconds per plate. This presentation shows such an application, 

samples plates and how a production line concept looks like. It also shows that 

to scale up fuel cell manufacturing using graphite bipolar plates requires high 

volume manufacturing. 

 Cost Reduction of Energy Transport by Combined Liquid Hydrogen Cryostat Cooled 

Superconductor, Single LH2 - MgBr2 Superconductor Pipeline, Over Separate High 

Voltage Copper or Aluminum Transmission Lines and Low Pressure H2 Pipelines Due to 

Decreased Labor and Right of Way Cost - Kevin Reed, HST- Hydricity Superconductor 

Transport 

 Hybrid LH2 Superconductor pipelines represent a substantial saving over separate 

conventional H2 pipelines and electrical high voltage power transmission from 

Salton Sea to Los Angeles. 


